Introduction

89
Climatic fluctuations during the Pleistocene period in Europe had a tremendous impact on the 
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Following isolation, populations of many species in glacial refugia evolved into distinct 102 lineages and (sub-)species (Ribera and Volger, 2004) . During the relatively short warm periods, 103 thermophilic species that were constrained to these areas began northwards expansions and 104 recolonised previously glaciated regions. It has been inferred on a number of occasions that 105 although lineages and sister species can (post-glacially) expand over thousands of kilometres 106 in Europe, they tend to form only very limited areas of overlap or they establish contact zones 107 along even narrow sea straits when they meet in re-colonized areas (Waters, 2011 for a review, Longdon et al., 2015) . This strongly suggests limited dispersal between the islands.
148
The variation between populations on Corsica and Sardinia thus represents a particularly 149 intriguing case, which is a focus of this study. These islands are separated by less than 12 km 150 of sea straits in which several small adjacent islands could potentially act as stepping stones. Several explanations can be provided for the observed distributions of island populations.
157
Corsica and Sardinia have different environmental settings, with considerable variation in 158 temperature and rainfall (reflected in the vegetation) (Hijmans et al., 2005 To address these issues, we sampled numerous populations of P. aegeria to cover as much as and Corsican P. aegeria were examined using courtship and mating experiments. Supporting Information for details on collection). where by a female needed to choose between a male from her own island or the other one).
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Material and Methods
232
Pararge aegeria have a courtship very similar to that described for the grayling where were available to set-up mating pairs in backcrosses.
254
After the individuals used in the crosses had been sacrificed their forewings were removed 255 and the dorsal side of the forewing was placed between glass slides and photographed using a 
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The populations in Sardinia, Mallorca, Menorca and Ponza might thus represent "relict" 
